Ascend Tutorial:
ALL CONTROLS DISABLED
FIRST: Calibrate & Drop
[Re-1] Welcome, Gloriana — it's a privilege to work with you! My name's Amelia — consider me
the arena's lady-in-waiting. Let's get started, shall we?
[Re-2] Glad to see you here, Mufid! I'm Amelia, the one who keeps the arena up and running.
Come on — let's help you get your bearings!
HOVER & LEAN ARE ENABLED
(After Dropping)
[1:12] Your jetpack looks good on you! I can't wait to see you in action.
[4:29] The jetpacks are my favorite part of the arena — I hope you like it, too!
[0:02] Let's cover the basics: hold down the grips on both hands to hover!
1. Hold both grip buttons to hover!
a. Success
[1:21] Well done! I suppose I should get used to you learning fast.
[4:34] Great job! You're a natural!
2. Hover, then lean your upper body in the direction you would like to move.
[0:11] Now, lean your upper body to move around.
a. Success: Nice! Hover and lean to fly through the arch.
[1:28] Fantastic work! Head through that arch up ahead — I have more to show
you.
[Re-3] You've got it! Head through that arch up ahead — there's more!
ENABLE FLY UP

3. (after flying through arch) Hold non-dominant hand grip to ascend!
[1:34] The best contenders use the jetpack to its full potential.
[4:43] Your jetpack's useful for more than just floating around.
[0:18] Hold down the grip with your non-dominant hand to fly up!
[0:22] Hold down the grip with your right hand to fly up!
[0:25] Hold down the grip with your left hand to fly up!
a. Nice! Ascend to the top. You can lean while flying up!
[1:40] Marvelous — we'll continue when you reach the top!
[3:59] Keep in mind, you can still move around while you're ascending — I think
someone of your talents could make use of that!
[4:48] You've got it! Now fly all the way to the top!
[4:53] See how you can move around while you're going up? Pretty neat, huh?!
4. Fly through the arch.
[1:52] Stellar work, Gloriana! Head through the next arch.
[4:57] You're doing great, Mufid! Head through the next arch — we're almost
there!
ENABLE FLY DOWN
5. Hold down to descend fast!
[2:30] To descend quickly, simply hold the grip on your dominant hand.
[2:34] To descend quickly, simply hold the grip on your right hand.
[2:38] To descend quickly, simply hold the grip on your left hand.
[5:04] If you want to drop quickly, hold the grip on your dominant hand.
[5:09] If you want to drop quickly, hold the grip on your right hand.

[5Mufid_3] [5:13] If you want to drop quickly, hold the grip on your left hand.
a. Nice! Time to learn how to fight, warrior!
[5Gloriana_a] [2:42] Perfect. Now it's time to really make your statement.
[5Mufid_a] [5:16] Super! Now's the fun part!
ENABLE PRIMARY
6. If Mufid: Hold your triggers to fire bullets at the target dummy!
[6Mufid] [5:19] Ready those weapons! Hold your triggers down to blast that dummy!
7. If Gloriana: Swing your swords to cut a dummy up.
[7Gloriana] [2:48] Get in range and swing your blades to cut that dummy down!
ONCE DUMMY GETS FUCKED UP uwu
8. Great! Fly through the next arch.
[8Gloriana] [2:52] You're as sharp as your sabers. Keep going through the next arch.
[8 Mufid] [5:24] That's the spirit, kiddo! Head on through the next arch.
ENABLE SECONDARY
9. If Mufid: Mufid’s bullet hell is a bullet-trapping orb that will shred your enemies!
[9Mufid] [5:39] Now, you a
 lso have a little something special — a bullet-trapping orb to
really tear up your enemies!
10. Hold your gun sideways, then hold the trigger to charge bullet hell.
[10Mufid] [5:45] Let's give it a try — turn your blaster sideways and hold the trigger
down to charge up your power.
a. (once charged) Awesome! Release the trigger at the dummy to fire the bullet
hell.
[10Mufid_a] [5:51] You're charged up! Release the trigger on that dummy to fire
your bubble!
b. (on release) Fire bullets into it to shred whoever’s inside!
[10Mufid_b] [5:58] Now shoot into it — you'll shred everyone inside!
11. If Gloriana: Gloriana’s phantom dash both cloaks her from enemies AND dashes in for
the kill!
[11Gloriana] [3:06] Your swords are lethal, but you need to be up close to make the
most of them. That's where your Phantom Dash comes in: not only does it dash you into
close range, it cloaks you in the process. They'll never see you coming.
12. Point both controllers the direction you want to go, then hold both triggers to dash
and slice the target dummy!

[12Gloriana] [3:20] Point your sabers in the direction of your target. When you're ready,
pull both triggers — you'll slice through the dummy with ease!
(after secondary target dummy kill)
13. Sick moves! Fly into the drop pod to join a match!
[13Gloriana] [3:27] Outstanding, Gloriana! I can hear the crowd cheering your name
already. Fly into the drop pod — time to show the competition who really owns the spotlight.
[Re-4] Mufid, I'm so proud of you! Head into the drop pod — I think you're ready to take
on the world!
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